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Activation

A. ACTIVATION
A.1.

Preface

The UPONOR HSE 4.5 software is code protected. There are two codes which make a pair able
to run the software – Computer Code and Unlock Code.
Computer Code is generated on User’s computer on first run. Then Computer Code is sent to
InstalSoft server, which checks the Computer Code and generates a compatible Unlock Code.
This pair of codes is valid only within certain period of time. When this time expires, user must
repeat activation procedure.
The programs UPONOR HSE-therm 4.5 and UPONOR HSE-san 4.5 san must be activated
separately, the other programs run without activation.
The trial version of the package does not require any connection to the server.

A.2.

First run

When the software is run for the first time, it will prompt you to enter your personal data and
license number. By default it reads User name and Organization from Windows settings. License
number MUST be provided.
The user is assigned one license number. It is possible to use the software interchangeably on
one of two computers, provided that it is DEACTIVATED on one computer before running it on the
other computer. When launching the software on the second computer you’ll be asked to activate it.
!

If you have the trial version of the software
You can find your license number on the CD or on the CD box. If you have got your trial version
in an electronic form (e–mail or FTP), the license number should also be there, otherwise please call
your supplier. After you enter the license number and click “Continue”, your trial version is ready to
use. You may skip all the remaining steps of this chapter and go to the first lesson.
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!

If you have the standard version of the software
You can find your license number on the printed ‘License Agreement’. Enter it and follow the next
steps. Please read carefully also the part concerning uninstallation.
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A.3.

Activation mode

After clicking ‘Continue’ button, program asks for activation mode:

For computers with Internet connection we advise using ‘Automatic’ mode.
For computers with permanent Internet connection (i.e. DSL, leased circuit, private wire, etc.) we
advise checking also ‘Always run automatic activation’ – in this case program will not prompt for
reactivation when activation time expires.
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A.4.

Automatic activation and Proxy settings

If you choose automatic activation, program generates Computer Code, sends it over Internet to
IS server and receives Unlock Code. Then software is run.
If user is behind a proxy, proxy settings must be set PRIOR to click on ‘Continue’ button. When
user clicks a ‘Proxy’ button, program displays ‘Proxy server settings’ window.

By default all proxies are disabled. If you are behind HTTP proxy server, select ‘Standard proxy
server’ and type in proxy server address (either as four dot separated numbers or its domain name
address). You should check proxy port if different than standard.
You can find the proper proxy settings in your internet explorer at – options – internet connections
– LAN settings.
If your server needs authorization, you should check appropriate check–box and type in user
name (can be different from Windows’ user name) and password.
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Similar settings are required for SOCKS proxies.

A.5.

Manual activation

If you have no access to Internet on the computer you are using, you have to choose ‘Manual’
activation mode.
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Program proceeds to manual activation screen:

You can see the Computer Code and you have to enter Unlock Code. This Unlock Code can be
obtained in two ways – by using another computer connected to Internet or by sending the Computer
Code to UPONOR by fax and waiting for response.
!!! If you want to close the activation window in order to enter the unlock Code later, please select
– POSTPONE – so it keeps this unique computer code for the Unlock Code you will have to enter
later on.
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A.5.1.
Manual activation using another computer (having Internet
connection)
If you have access to Internet on another computer (with any Internet browser) you can:
1. Save the Computer Code to diskette – press ‘Save’ button (program will ask for your fax
number),
2. Open the file from diskette on computer with Internet access – it will open in Notepad by default:
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3. Run Internet browser and open the page: http://www.instalsoft.com.pl/auth/en_activate.php

4. Mark Computer Code in Notepad and copy it to Internet browser using Ctrl+C / Ctrl+V keys:
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5. Click OK. Server will perform your request and will display Unlock Code:

6. Copy this Unlock Code using Ctrl+C / Ctrl+V to the Notepad and save to diskette.
7. On the computer with UPONOR HSE 4.5 software open the file from the diskette and copy
Unlock Code to the Activation Window:

8. Click ‘Activate’ button – software will run.
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A.5.2.

Manual activation using fax

1. Press ‘Print’ button on the Manual activation page – program will ask for your fax number and
print the activation form on current printer. The entered fax number will be used for reply.
2. Click ‘Postpone’ button – software will close,
3. Fax the activation form to the fax number shown on it,
4. Wait for reply,
5. When you receive reply with Unlock Code, run the program again. It will open the activation
form on ‘Manual activation’ page.
6. Type in Unlock Code and click ‘Activate’ button. Software will run.

B. UNINSTALLATION / DEACTIVATION
B.1.

Preface

When you uninstall the UPONOR HSE 4.5 software, you should deactivate it on InstalSoft server
in order to be able to activate it after it has been installed. You can run uninstall from the UPONOR
HSE 4.5 package CD or directly from your hard disk. In the first case select “Install / Uninstall” from the
disk menu and follow the subsequent uninstall steps. In the second case, select “Control panel” /
“Add/Remove programs” from the “Start” menu and follow the subsequent uninstall steps.
If activation was done in automatic mode, the deactivation window is not displayed during
uninstall because deactivation is also automatic. However, the deactivation window shows up if
Internet connection is interrupted. In that case you should select “Manual” in the deactivation window.
If the program was activated manually, then during the uninstall process the deactivation window
is displayed:

Select the appropriate mode of uninstall (automatic or manual) in the window above.
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B.2.

Automatic deactivation

If you choose automatic deactivation, program generates Deactivation Code, sends it over
Internet to IS server and waits for acceptance. After it receives it, it deactivates the software and
proceeds with uninstall process.

B.3.

Manual deactivation

If you choose manual deactivation program first deactivates the software and then generates
Deactivation Code. This code must be either copied to Internet browser (click “Help” to see the
address) (see also Manual activation using another computer) or sent by fax (in similar way to: Manual
activation using fax).
In the case of deactivation you will not receive any Unlock Code. Upon completing the steps
described the program is deactivated and the license number can be used again.
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1. PACKAGE MANAGER
1.1. Integration of package applications
To start working with the manager select from the “Start \ Programs” menu the name of
previously installed package and click item

.

Package manager assists in operation of programs belonging to the package. From the manager
level you can run all applications connected with specified file.
1. To run any package application just click the button
and select from
pop–up menu the required program.
2. You can also double click the chosen file in right window of manager, or select it by a single
click and press

key, and adequate application will open.

In the right main window of the manager there are data files arranged by project list, which is
shown in left window. In one project you can find files from various programs of the package. Project
managing function, (“project” means here data files set of UPONOR HSE 4.5 package) is helpful
during set up of new projects, moving or copying of files between projects and data archiving.
3. To set up a new project, copy or name change of existing project just select it in right window
and then click adequate button.
4. To perform any operation on data file select it in right window of manager and then using keys
on the right select required operation and then click corresponding button. To confirm click OK.
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1.2. Updating of catalogues and programs
Using the manager you can browse installed catalogues
and update them
via internet or from disc – prepared CD–ROM. Also the package applications and manager can be
updated.
1. To check if your package is up–to date or to make the update click the
button.

2. Select the update source – „Internet” or „Disk”. If you select “Internet” the manager will connect
automatically the InstalSoft server, check the resources and display results. If “Disk” will be
selected as source, click additionally “Download update info”.

3. Program will download and display information concerning latest status of catalogues and
program files. For better presentation select the field in lower window part „Show identical and
installed”.
4. In two windows you can see files with graphic markers of their current version. You can check
the meaning of icons on legend.
5. Check all tabs of update window and by means of arrow select these package elements, which
.
should be refreshed on disk. To update all new catalogues press button
6. On separate tab there are application files, e.g. program files. They are selected to be updated
by default, so they don’t need to be selected manually.
7. In lower left part of window program displays summary of files sizes to be downloaded.
8. After looking over all tabs perform update clicking the button „Update”. After update has been
done successfully, the program will display suitable message.
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1.3. Activating and deactivating programs
You can activate/deactivate programs using the „Activation” button in the “Package Manager”
window.
If the program is run for the first time and has not been activated yet, the “Activation” option is
available. Here you can select and use automatic or manual activation in the manner described in
sections A.4, A.5.

If the program has been activated, the following options are available:
- display information on expiry date of activation,
- refresh activation,
- deactivate.
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The activation expiry date defines the period of time during which the program is active. Before it
elapses the program informs about the need to activate.
Refreshing of activation is the carrying out of activation before the expiry date.
The “Deactivation” feature enables deactivation of the program without prior uninstall. Two
options are available: automatic and manual. Both of these options are discussed in section B.
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2. UPONOR HSE-THERM 4.5 – LESSON ONE:
EXAMPLE OF FLOOR HEATING ON PLAN VIEW WITH DRAWING
BASE IMPORTED FROM DWG FILE. NO HEAT LOSS
CALCULATIONS ARE INCLUDED.
The aim of this lesson is to show how to make fast calculations of floor heating with one heated
storey. The drawing part of the project will be limited to storey view only. The plan view will be created
in the program, with dwg file or a scanned drawing as its base. Heat loss calculations will be made in
the simplified way – on the basis of room area and heat loss per square meter. To speed up design
process, virtual connections will be used.

2.1. Program start–up and screen layout description
1. Start UPONOR HSE-therm 4.5 graphics editor from Package Manager. In the Welcome
Window choose “New Project”. The new project general data panel will appear (see 2.3 ).
2. Program Main Window:

Main Toolbar Tabs

Data Table F12

Navigator

Worksheet tab

Status Bar

Project edit scope
tabs

Operating Modes

- Title bar – the title bar of the main window contains on its left–hand side the program name
and the name of the current project file. The right–hand side of the title bar contains standard
Windows buttons.
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- Main menu – is located directly below the title bar. Clicking the left mouse button on a
selected item of the menu opens a drop–down menu with a list of commands.
- Toolbar – is arranged in subject–matter tabs. To activate a tab, click the left mouse button on
it. A set of icons assigned to the selected scope of editing is then displayed. Left–clicking an
icon activates a function that is assigned to it or activates a selected component inserting
mode.
When you position the mouse pointer over a button (icon) a hint is displayed. The contents of
the toolbar and the number and type of tabs with toolbars depends on the type of current
sheet and on the current scope of project editing (San, Construction, Background, Printout).
- Data table – by default is located on the right–hand side of the window. The table is used to
append the data of components being placed in the workspace. To toggle the data table on
and off press the F12 function key. We recommend hiding the data table when creating the
graphical part of the design. Component data are arranged in categories depending on the
type of component.
- Status bar – displayed at the bottom of the window. It shows information on the current status
of the project (calculated/not calculated), the coordinates of the mouse pointer within the
workspace, information on the current operation and the editing scope tabs and operating
mode fields.
- Project data editing scope tabs – located in the bottom right corner of the window, just
below the data table. These tabs separate the logical parts of the project: installation,
construction, background drawing, printout. If the file loaded contains a heating system
design, it can be displayed in the “Heating” tab. Each tab has options assigned to it and
displayed by clicking the right mouse button:
“Invisible when inactive”
“Grey when inactive”
“Visible when inactive”
By highlighting a selected option, the components of the given editing scope can be either
displayed or not after moving to another editing scope tab. The option selected is visualised
by the appearance of the tab;
- Operating modes – operating mode fields are located below the project data editing scope
tabs. To enable a selected operating mode (ORTO, LOCK, GRID, AUTO, REP), left–click
the appropriate operating mode field. Blue font of the operating mode name indicates that
the mode is enabled. Grey font indicates that the mode is inactive.
- Workspace – the workspace is bound on top and left–hand side by horizontal and vertical
rulers. These rulers help control the position of components being placed. The button in the
top left corner between the rulers enables changing the viewing scale and displays the
current scale. On the borders of the workspace opposite the rulers there are sliders, vertical
and horizontal. The sliders are used to move the area of the drawing displayed on the
screen. The component in the bottom right corner between the sliders is the navigator, which
facilitates moving within the workspace. Worksheet tabs are located to the left of the
horizontal slider.
- Worksheet name tabs – a project can be divided into parts, each of which forms a separate
drawing sheet. Moving from one sheet to another is carried out by left–clicking the selected
tab. To open the sheet management window right–click any one of the worksheet tabs. You
can create new worksheets and copy or delete existing worksheets in this window.
- Main toolbar tabs – they depend on the current worksheet type (Plan view or Schematic
view) and on the currently chosen project layer
- Display/hide auxiliary windows: you can toggle on/off the display of the data table (F12)or
the error list (F8). The workspace is reduced or enlarged, respectively.
- Data Table (F12) – it shows the properties of one or several selected objects of the same
type. If objects of various types are selected, only the common properties are shown. If the
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selected objects have no common properties, appropriate message is displayed in the data
table. Changes made to properties of some objects also change the appearance in the
project drawing (e.g. change of wall thickness).

- Error List window (F8) – shows error messages, warnings and hints for the project after
checking connections (Shift+F2), running diagnostics or calculation. Clicking a message in
the list highlights in the drawing the object to which the message applies. A right mouse click
in the Error List window opens an options dialog.

2.2. General editing rules
1. To edit the plan, select the “Plan” type worksheet. (it is created at the beginning by default). To
edit the schematic view, select the “Schematic view” type worksheet (or create a new
worksheet and assign appropriate type to it). The letter preceding the name of the worksheet in
the worksheet tab indicates the typo of worksheet: P indicates a plan, R indicates a schematic
view. Remember that components’ availability depends on the type of current worksheet.
2. To edit the building plan go to the “Construction” editing scope. To edit the heating
installation, switch to the ”Installation” editing scope.
3. To relocate within the workspace the building plan and the installation drawn in the plan, click
the “Construction” and “Heating” editing scope tabs while holding the Shift key depressed and
mark the plan area. All the components of the construction and of the heating system are
marked, which can then be moved to another location.
4. There are various ways of drawing and inserting the elements, depending on the type of the
selected element. To begin inserting an element, click the element’s icon on appropriate toolbar,
then:
for walls – first left button click creates the beginning point, another click creates the final point.
You may also declare the length of the wall after the first click, by typing its value in the
length edit field of the data table,
for pipe–run – first left button click creates the beginning point, subsequent left button click
creates an intermediate point (where you can change the direction of the pipe–run). To finish
drawing, click the left (to insert the last point) and then the right mouse button,
for elements such as radiators and manifolds – just click left button to place the element
anywhere within the workspace and thus insert it in the project,
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for elements such as valves and windows – place them by left clicking the element to which
they are to be assigned – valves on pipe–runs, windows on walls, etc.
5. An element just placed in the drawing has its data table enabled. There you can read and
change its data. The status bar displays the editing mode (“marking”) and the name of the
element.
6. To select an element, just click it. To select many elements, click them holding the Shift key.
Remember that single click on the pipe–run selects only the pointed part if it, double–click
selects the whole pipe–run. There are multi–selecting functions for marking elements of
selected type in the open worksheet or in the area selected in the Main Edit Menu and in the
Functions toolbar.
7. There is a pop–up menu (invoked by the right mouse click), which contents depend on the type
of selected element (also available when nothing is selected).
8. To move an element, click it with the left button and having the button pressed move the
mouse pointer to the new location (the element will follow). To move a pipe–run be aware if the
whole pipe–run has been selected, or only its part. To move elements precisely use the Alt +
arrows key combinations.
9. To copy and paste an element, select it, then press Ctrl+C to copy and Ctrl+V to paste. To do
this you can also use appropriate Main Menu and Toolbar items).
10.To delete one or more elements, select them and press Del key.
11.Installation elements usually have one or more connecting points – marked with solid squares
of the colour corresponding to the colour of the pipe–run: e.g. red for the supply, blue for the
return. Pipe–runs of a double–pipe system may have black colour when not connected at any
end. The colour of a pipe–run depends on the type of the pipe–run (by–pass pipe–run, no–flow
pipe–run, single–pipe system pipe–run). To connect an object to a system, always draw the line
to the object rather than move the object to the pipe–run.
12.When AUTO–mode is on, a cross automatically appear at element connection points. To
accept connecting points left–click them. If you do not want these connection points, press Shift
(temporary disable AUTO). Not connected points are marked with larger squares not filled with
colour, connected points are smaller and are filled with colour.
13.LOCK mode: We advise to draw the whole plan/scheme first and then edit the data of the
individual elements. At this stage, selecting is often performed, and there is a risk that during
selecting by clicking you will accidentally move or disconnect some elements. To avoid this, we
recommend locking the whole project by switching the LOCK mode on – easily accessible
through Scroll Lock key in the keyboard.
14.ORTO mode draws lines in horizontal, vertical and at angles defined by the user in General
Data/AUTO,ORTO,GRID.
15.The drawing process may be easier, especially when made completely from scratch, if you turn
on the GRID mode, which makes the elements snap to the nodes of an invisible grid. But in
some cases, for example when connecting pipe–runs or pipe feeds to a multi–port manifold, it is
better to turn GRID off.

2.3. General data
When you open a new project the program displays the project options window. The window can
be open by pressing the F7 key. The Project Options window is opened at the “Project Info” item.
All values declared here will be shown in the data table of individual elements as default
parameters. Changing data in Project Options makes it possible to make general changes (e.g.
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another supply temp.) for the whole project. To implement the changes the project has to be
calculated.

1. To check if all the catalogues necessary to create the project are present click the item, then
“Catalogue Handling” and the “Catalogues” window appears.
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2. Lists of read–in catalogues are verified on particular tabs (the catalogue is read in by marking it
in the left window and clicking right arrow. Accept all the changes by clicking OK button.
3. On the General Data item the program indicates default source temperature (supplied by heat
sources) and the temperature drop between supply and return (supplied by terminal units,
including heaters). In the present example the values will not be taken into consideration, as it
applies to radiant heating. Mark “Create virtual connections” field to make calculations without
creating a complete installation chart. Because the index method will be used, the heat loss
2
indicator value in the field “Q index [W/m ] for spec. temp.” must be accepted or altered, to
calculate the heat loss.
4. After switching to “Project Info“ item complete the project, project developer and project
designer data.
5. On the “Default types” and “Radiant heating” drop–down items select default types for the
project components:
- on the “Pipes, Radiators, Valves” item the default type of pipes, radiators, insulation, valves,
- on the “Manifolds” the type of manifold and manifold cabinet,
- on the “Underfloor heating” tab: the manufacturer, default fitting system and pipe type,
available pipe spacing in the peripheral and occupied zone, heating zone distance from
internal and external walls, default covering, automation system, the maximum loop pressure
drop.

6. All changes in General Data are accepted by clicking the OK button.
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2.4. Construction base preparation for the plan view.
The storey plan view with the floor heating will be the only drawing in our project. A dwg file or
a printed drawing will serve as base.
Variant A: Not interpreted dwg file imported as a drawing base
The plan view created by an architect in .dwg file will be used as a drawing base to create the
storey plan view.
1. Select “Import the building plan view from DWG/DXF file“ from the “File” menu. The program
opens the search box in which you find the name of the file saved on disc and click the “Open”
button. During the first import program will ask us for font file used in building project
(extension .shx). We can select the localization of file on a disc, if we have it (from the architect,
including ground files) or select the option “Abort”.
2. The import file window is opened. All the drawing layers that are included in the imported file
appear on the left side. In the upper left corner select from pop–up list the unit of measure for
drawing, which will be adequate to real dimension of the building.
!

♦

Selection of measure of unit which will be appropriate for dimension of real object is important
because of graphic editor, which always shows the dimensions in meters. For this reason it is
important to have the imported drawing correctly scaled.

Tip: To verify the correct selection press

and measure a door, it should be about 1 meter.
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3. Click ”Continue” button. Because the file is not to be interpreted, we do not select any
layers for walls analysis.

4. Click “Continue”. Windows layers are also skipped.
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5. Click “Continue”. Go to selection of layers imported as drawings. All the layers are ticked by
default. Unmark redundant layers with components such as room descriptions, because the
program creates its own descriptions after rooms are inserted.
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6. End the drawing import by clicking “Continue” button. The program imports it automatically
into the “Base” editing scope. The “Drawing” object on the “Base” layer contains all the
selected layers as uniform drawing (with no objects marked out).

Variant B: Base from file created by combining two scans
The plan view created by the architect and printed out will be used as drawing base to create the
storey view. The drawing is made in A3 format but we have access to A4 scanner only.
1. Scan the drawing with a tab using any scanning program. Save scanned base components as
.bmp files, which will be imported into the scans combine tool.
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2. We start up “Scans combine tool” from Package Manager. After start–up the program opens
a new no name file. Open one of the two files already saved on disc by clicking “Load“ in the
first window.

3. The drawing is loaded. Because the base consists of only two parts, you do not need to use the
Navigator, which is useful while handling more components. In this case unmark the “Use
Navigator”.

4. If the file was shifted while being scanned and requires deviation correction it may be adjusted
in the ”Scan combine”. To do it mark the ”Deviation correction” box, which is unmarked by
default. Then using the right mouse button mark two points “Upper” and “Lower”. These points
should mark out an invisible line, the program is supposed to rotate the scan in such a way that
the line is vertical (you may use one of the walls on the plan view, which should be vertical and
mark its ends or any two points on this wall). After marking the two points click “Rotate”.
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5. If the marking is incorrect and the rotation does not answer your expectations you may use the
”Undo” option. To undo click the “Undo”
button in the upper part of the screen. The
program will ask you if you are sure because there is no possibility of redoing once undone
operation.
6. Click the “Next” button in the upper part of the screen and proceed to next combining stage. The
screen consists of two windows; in the left the loaded file preview is displayed. Click the “Load”
button and open the file with the second part of the scanned base. In the right window the
appended part preview is displayed.
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Zoom

7. In the middle of the screen there are fields for selecting the method and direction of combining
the loaded components. Select “Two Points” and “To the right”. Between the preview windows
there is a scale and fields for selecting marked characteristic, using them the program will
combine the two parts together.
8. Find characteristic points in both preview windows (i.e. rooms corners) and mark them on the
drawing by clicking the right mouse button. Red crosses marking the characteristic point appear
on the preview.
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9. Move the red zoom window to the right bottom of the paper.
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10.Next click “Append”. The program combines two scans.
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11.Clicking “Next” precede to the last window in which the drawing base is scaled and trimmed.
The tabs are on the right. Select “Trim” and then using the right mouse button select upper
left and bottom right points in the drawing area, using them the program will trim the base.
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12.The next step is the scaling of the drawing base. Move to “Scale” tab. One of two scaling
modes may be used. Click “Distance between marked points” and with the right mouse
button mark two points on the preview for which the actual distance is known. The program
displays two red crosses on the preview. Enter the two points actual distance into “Distance
[m]” field. Then click the “Scale” button. The drawing base is scaled.

13.Save the drawing base on disc as a file with “ism” extension. Click “End” button to close this
application.
14.Open (or return to) the UPONOR HSE-therm 4.5 program to load the saved drawing base.
Move to “Base” editing scope by selecting the appropriate tab and choose the “Drawing”
element
from “Graphics” on the upper toolbar. Click within the drawing area on which a
small rectangle appears.
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15.Select “add new” in the “Drawing” data table and the ”Drawings gallery” window is opened.
Using “Open” retrieves the drawing file on disc and opens it. The drawing preview appears in
the Drawings gallery window.
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16.Close drawings gallery window clicking the “Close” button at the same time the file is loaded
into the selected editing scope of current worksheet. Drawing base in the form of a uniform
drawing is displayed (with no marked objects).

2.5. Rooms drawing
Drawing rooms is essential for designing floor heating in the program. The rooms will be drawn as
polygons on base of the saved drawing.
1. Go to “Construction” editing scope tab by clicking a proper tab in the bottom right screen corner.
To make drawing rooms more convenient we switch ORTO and AUTO operating modes by
clicking an appropriate field in the right part of status bar.
2. Select the “Room” button
from the “Components” toolbar; enter the drawing area and
using left mouse button mark room corners – according to the drawing base. Draw rooms within
wall face i.e. along inside wall edges. To end drawing the room, click the right mouse button.
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3. Next press the F3 key (“Insert last item”) to repeat room insertion, follow procedure from point 2
for the next rooms. Follow the same procedure for all rooms.

4. Next complete names and symbols which will identify particular rooms (kitchen, bedroom,
bathroom, dressing–room, corridor, living room and other rooms). After mark room label by
clicking on it – whole room changes colour on drawing – and room data appear in the table.
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5. Because there is only floor heating in the project, for heated rooms write in data table in the “RH
contribution” field 100. For the remaining rooms, which will not be heated, write 0 in the “Qreq.”
field.
6. Write relatively higher interior temperature for the bathroom in the data table. Heat loss for all
rooms is calculated for the current Q value and a given room area.
7. In the room data table in “Ti below” insert the temperature in the room underneath so that it is
consistent with assumptions. The program takes the temperature into account both during
automatic and manual sizing floor structures. Since there is a basement under the heated
rooms the assumed temperature below is set at 8 C level.

2.6. Heating floors inserting
In the shown example, floor heating installation will be presented in the first version (approximate
calculations) by means of heating panels set and manifold.
1. To edit the underfloor heating installation we select “Heating” tab. Rooms lined field and the
possibility of editing the project disappear. In the upper toolbar we select “Heating floor”
from “Radiant” tab, than we move to the drawing field and insert heating panels by clicking on
any place within the field. The program automatically inserts heating panels including the
whole room area. Floor green outline and heating panels description appear.
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Knot

2. If not, the entire floor area is occupied by a heating zone, click the right mouse button on the HZ
label and choose the “Change types to freely modifiable” option. Knots will appear in the room
corners, clicking and holding your left mouse button on them you may drag them to the right
place. Alternatively you can select “Occupied area not covered by floor heating pipes” from the
data table and enter the room area not covered by heating loops. The program will calculate
effective heating area.
3. Using the F3 key repeat the procedure for all rooms with floor heating.
4. After inserting heating zones to all heated rooms – we click on heating floor – label and HZ data
appears in the table – pipe laying pattern from the “Pipe laying pattern” field in the HZ data
table. For “Room” and “Living room” select “Spiral pipe pattern” and for the remaining rooms
“Double meander”.
5. Insert the manifold on the drawing by selecting “Double apartment manifold” from the ”Radiant”
tab and complete its type by choosing a product from data table list.
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2.7. Inserting floor and peripheral zones structures
Both floor structures and peripheral zones type and location for each heating zone may be
determined separately. On the example of “Kitchen” and “Living room” the whole proceedings will be
described.
1. Select HZ–Label, select floor covering from the list. For “Kitchen” we choose “Thin ceramic tiles”
and for “Living room” – “Normal parquet”.
2. Drop down “Floor constr.” and point “Auto” at insulation option to enable the program to select
floor structure. In the upper window part there is a box in which the selected covering is
displayed. Below, there is a box for inserting max. allowed floor working load value. Referring to
the Temp. difference to the room below the program counts and then displays “Floor over room
with part. restricted heating”.
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3. Floor structure components proposal is made by selecting “Manual” at “Insulation options”.
Select heating floor build–up and layers from the list. Taking the layers and completed values
the program calculates total build–up thickness and floor resistance.
4. End the floor structure by pressing the arrow sign in “Floor built–up” box.
5. The program will insert a triangle (triangle colour depends on heating floor thickness) in the
heating plan view left button corner. This makes it easier to find different levels of floor build up.
6. We can move to determining peripheral zones for all heating panels in the rooms. We assume
that “Kitchen” will not have peripheral zones. After clicking on “Peripheral zone” box in data
table, “No peripheral zone” is selected implicitly. The data is left unchanged.

7. Assume that the room marked as “Living room” will contain peripheral zone forming part of HZ.
In “Peripheral Zone” data table, select “Determine PZ forming part of primary circuit”. In “At
partition”, after selecting one of the options, the program displays a proper periphery in yellow in
the view box. Point “S” to determine that the peripheral zone is to be situated on the south wall.
We determine PZ width equal 0,8 m. As far as pipe laying pattern in peripheral zone is
concerned the “Created by compacting pipe laying pattern” scope is marked implicitly. The type
is left unchanged.
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8. For the room marked as “Room” we follow the same procedures. We also select peripheral
zone at “S” periphery.
9. After selecting peripheral zones the program displays current PZ area in the bottom part of the
window.
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2.8. Calculations and calculations options
1. After data supply we start calculations. Press the F10 key to call run results. Right after making
diagnostic run results, the program displays a hint on adopting a default pipe type for virtual
pipe–run. Click “Continue” button.

2. The program moves to the first calculations options window “OP circuit temperature supply”.
Then we determine circuit temperature. In the present example all PG have been wired to the
only manifold so we have only one circuit of control. On the left side control circuit name is
displayed. In this case it is “Virtual Boiler” because we let create virtual connectors and we did
not insert on the drawing heat source symbol. Clicking on
button we let the
program determine optimum temperature supply. Its adopted parameters will appear near the
field. The “Graph” button enables supply temperature graph display. Green vertical interrupted
line marked as triangle–shaped elevator indicates current supply temperature setting. If the
horizontal lines near the room name turn blue, the room will be underheated, if they turn red, the
room will be is overheated.

3. Clicking on “Continue” button we move to calculation options tab. Clicking the button on the
right side of “VA [cm]” we can see possible circuit fitting options and the option chosen by the
program. We let the program select Heating Zone fitting type automatically by selecting “Auto”.
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4. Click “Continue”. On “Calculation options” tab there is no data concerning change or
supplement because the tab refers to heating zone or the system combining the manifold with
the source.
5. To end calculations click “Continue” or move to “Results” tab. The program will end hydraulic
calculations and generate bill of materials.
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2.9. General Results
The “Results” tab consists of two windows. In the left window there is a drop down results
thematic list, in the right window there are detailed results referring to a selected group.

We browse results tables clicking on proper groups. The most important groups are “General
results”, ”RH results” and “Bill of materials”.
♦

Tip:
To make you more confident about the results of virtual connections, write down the total pipe
length of RH–Components now and compare it later with the result of the ready connected Heating
Zones.

2.10. Results table printing
If the calculations are complete and correct, they may be printed. Since the first calculations are
preliminary (for offer purposes), the printout will be limited to “General results” and “Bill of materials”
only.
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1. To print the calculation results click the “Print” button in the top part of the “Results” window.
Two–part print preview window opens. The left part of the window is the page print preview
area, which corresponds to current print setup (style, layout). The control panel for configuring
printout is on the right.
2. In the top part of the control panel there are controls for changing the preview display scale,
below there are two buttons, one to print and the other to exit the preview. Beneath it there are
three tabs.

3. “Print” tab allows for changing general print setup, like printer type, number and numeration of
pages, number of copies etc. Margins are also set on this tab. The “details” button opens and
closes additional fields for configuring page numbering.

4. “Layout” tab is used for specifying which tables and fields are to be printed. You may choose
one of the predefined layouts from the upper pop–up menu. On the lower menu precise
contents of the selected layout may be specified. User layout may be created by choosing one
of the predefined layouts and unmarking unnecessary fields. After introducing the changes click
“Save” and save the layout under new easily recognizable name.
Orientation change fields are also on this tab.
5. “Style” tab is used for configuring size and type of used fonts and background colour of
captions. The program has a set of predefined styles but there is a possibility of creating and
saving new styles.
The percentage value of grayness for the odd lines may be set here. Thanks to this feature it is
possible to obtain a clear printout. The 0% value means that the field is completely white.
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6. After configuring “Layout” and “Style” tabs you may print by clicking the “Print” tab in the main
configuration window.

2.11. Pipe feeds and heat source addition
The above procedure was aimed at obtaining quick, approximate results for comparisons or
offers. For this reason virtual connections were allowed, pipe feeds and heat sources were not drawn.
In a technical project, however, these components must be included. The following part of the lesson
is devoted to this subject.
1. Go to graphic editor, to the “Heating” editing scope tab and from the upper toolbar, “Radiant” tab
element.
choose “Connection line pair”
2. Go to the drawing area and from each pair of manifold outputs draw pipe feeds to all heating
zones. Taking into account the AUTO mode it is more convenient to connect to manifold the
neighboring or the closest to the manifold HZ and then connect HZs that are further.

3. Pay particular attention to correct layout of pipe feeds on the drawing, the program
automatically reads their length.
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4. Next, choose “Boiler” element from the “Network / Radiators” toolbar tab and insert it in a
suitable place on the drawing worksheet.
5. Using the “Pipe–runs pair” element, connect the boiler with manifold and complete the pipe runs
type in the data table.
6. Insert valves on pipe runs and complete their type in the data table.

7. After all the components are drawn press Shift+F2 shortcut, this function checks all connections
in the drawn installation.

2.12. Calculations and calculations options
1. When the data is completed and connections are checked press F10 key to make calculations.
After data diagnostics the program goes straight to calculations options window, it does not
display messages about virtual pipe–runs.
2. In “RH circuit supply temperature” window specify supply temperature, this time for control
circuit “Source”, which was introduced into the drawing. To proceed to calculations press “Next”.
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3. UPONOR HSE-THERM 4.5 – LESSON TWO:
EXEMPLARY FLOOR AND RADIATOR HEATING ON THE PLAN
VIEW DRAWN ON THE BASE OF A LOADED SCAN.
The aim of this lesson is to demonstrate how to conduct quick calculations for floor and radiator
heating for a building where two storeys are heated. The part of the project comprising drawings will
include plan views of the storeys established by drawing walls, windows and doors. The plan views will
be created in the program, whereas their bases will be the drawings that have been preliminarily
scanned and combined in the "Scan combine". Heat loss calculations will be performed in a simplified
manner – using indices, based on the area of rooms and the building heat loss per square meter. To
simplify the installation chart creation process, virtual connections will be applied in the first
calculations. Next, a partially automatic schematic view will be created by the program based on
storey plan views.
By having views including walls and windows, we can automatically localize radiators under
windows.

3.1. Program launch and screen content description
See 2.1

3.2. General data
See 2.3.
As the first stage of calculations will be made with a virtual heat source and virtual mixer for
underfloor heating loop control circuit, we select the “Connect FH manifolds using mixers” on the
“General data” of the project.

3.3. Preparation of a construction base for the plan view
Two–storied plan views with marked wall heating and floor heating will form the drawings in our
project. Bases for these two plan views can be obtained in many ways. This lesson will demonstrate
how drawing bases in form of loaded scans will serve as a base, on which walls outlining a building
and dividing it into rooms will be drawn. The walls will be additionally furnished with such components
as windows and doors.
Ground floor plan views and first–floor plan views created by an architect and printed on paper
will serve as drawing bases for establishing plan views of the storeys. These drawings are A3–
formatted, but we have an A4 scanner.
1. Scan the drawings with overlaps using any scanning program. Save the scanned fragments of
the both bases as .bmp formatted files, which will be loaded to the scan combine.
2. Launch the "Scan Combine" program with the Packet Manager. After start–up, the program
establishes a new no–name file. In the first window, open one of the four files saved before with
the "Load" button, which is the first part of the scanned ground floor.
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3. The drawing is loaded to the program. Since our base is composed of two parts, we don't use
the navigator, which is helpful with more parts. For this purpose, deselect the "Use navigator"
field.

4. If the file was shifted while being scanned and requires deviation correction it may be adjusted
in the ”Scan combine”. To do it mark the ”Deviation correction” box, which is unmarked by
default. Then using the right mouse button mark two points “Upper” and “Lower”. These points
should mark out an invisible line, the program is supposed to rotate the scan in such a way that
the line is vertical (you may use one of the walls on the plan view, which should be vertical and
mark its ends or any two points on this wall). After marking the two points click “Rotate”.
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5. If the marking is incorrect and the rotation does not answer your expectations you may use the
”Undo” option. To undo click the “Undo”
button in the upper part of the screen. The
program will ask you if you are sure because there is no possibility of redoing once undone
operation.
6. The screen consists of two windows. The left window shows a view of the loaded file. Click the
"Load" button and open the file with the scanned second part of the ground floor. The right
window shows a preview of the appended part.
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Zoom

7. The append method field and a direction of appending the loaded file is at the centre of the
screen. Leave the "Two points" append method and "To the right" appending direction. Scale
and fields for selecting marked characteristic points that allow the program to combine both
parts into one piece are located between view windows.
8. Find characteristic points on both views (corners of rooms in that case) and mark them on the
drawing by clicking the right mouse button. Red crosses marking the points are displayed on the
view.
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9. Move the red zoom window to the right bottom of the paper
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10.After marking both points, click the "Append" button. The program combines both scans of
the ground floor as one piece.
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11.After clicking the "Next" button, go to the last window, where the base is scaled and trimmed
to size. Tabs are on the right side. Select the "Trim" tab, and next mark the left, right and
lower point with the mouse button on the drawing area, which the program uses to trim the
base.
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12.The last step is to scale the base. Go to the "Scale" tab. For this purpose, use one of the two
scan features. Click the "Distance between marked points " field and mark two points on the
preview with the right mouse button, for which the actual distance is known. The program will
display two red crosses on the view. Enter the actual distance of the two marked points to
the "Distance [m]" field. Next, click the "Scale" button. The base is scaled.

13.Save the base as a file on the disk. A file with the ".ism." extension is created
14.Click the "New" button and the program creates a new no–name file. Load the third scanned file
being the first part of the storey drawing. All subsequent operations are performed identically as
for the ground floor. Save the storey file on the disk.
15.Click the "End" button to end the work of the combine and exit the program
16.Open the UPONOR HSE-therm 4.5 program where the saved bases are loaded. Go to the
"Base" editing scope by selecting a relevant tab in the lower right bottom. Select the
"Drawing" element from the top toolbar from the "Graphics" tab. Click the drawing area, where,
subsequently, a small rectangle appears.
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17.Select the "Add new" in the data table in the "Drawing" field and the "Drawings gallery"
window is opened. Click “Open” and find “groundfloor.ism”. The drawing view appears in the
gallery window.
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18.Click the "Close" button to close the window with the drawings gallery and the file is loaded
to the “Base” tab. A base in form of a uniform drawing appears (without underlining any
objects).

19.To load the storey drawing, create a new worksheet. For this purpose, click the right mouse
button on the current worksheet tab and open the worksheet handling window. Click the "New"
button, select the "Plan/plan view" sheet type. For increased project clarity, change the sheet
name, respectively "Ground floor" for the first one and "First–floor" for the second one. Close
the worksheet handling window.
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20.When on the "First–floor" sheet, move to the “Base” tab. Select the
"Drawing" element
from the top toolbar from the "Graphics" tab. Click the drawing area, and load the first–floor
base proceeding the same way as for the ground floor drawing. The file is loaded to the
worksheet. It appears in form of a uniform drawing (without underlining any objects).
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3.4. Drawing the construction of rooms
To design radiant heating in the program, it is necessary to create rooms. A contour of the entire
building and individual rooms are drawn on the background of the loaded scan with the use of such
graphical elements as walls and supplementary components such as windows, doors and openings.
1. Click the appropriate tab in the right bottom corner of the screen to go to the "Construction" tab.
Enable the ORTO and AUTO work mode to facilitate room drawing by clicking specific fields in
the right part of the status bar.
2. First, start to draw the entire area of the building by means of walls. Select the
"Wall"
button from the "Components" toolbar to the drawing area and mark the initial building contour
point with the drawing base by means of the left mouse button. Next, position the mouse to the
final point of the contour and click the left button again to mark the wall end. The wall will be
drawn.

3. Press the F3 function key to insert another wall ("Insert the last one"). The program activates
the element insert mode. Click the left mouse button on the end of the previously inserted wall
(with the AUTO mode enabled, the program draws a black cross on the connection of walls and
automatically links the walls) and continue drawing the building. This way, four walls are
inserted that form the buildings' edges. Mark all the walls (click right mouse button –>select
component in rectangle<–) and set them to the required thickness in the data table. For the time
being, the entire building forms one space.
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4. Now, divide the whole building into rooms. Click F3 to select a wall and draw the internal
building wall according to the base by outlining specific rooms.

5. After enclosing the area with walls, the program automatically creates a new room.

6. This way, the entire building is divided into individual rooms. Draw a "vestibule" in this case,
which sticks outside the main building contour. The construction of the entire first–floor is ready.
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7. The thickness of the walls is yet to be defined. Click the right mouse button, select “Select in
rectangle components of type” in the drop–down menu, select appropriate internal walls and
enter the appropriate thickness of the marked walls in the data table.
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8. Another step is to insert windows and doors into the drawing. Select the "Door" button from
the "Components" tab at the top toolbar, go to the drawing area and insert an element in the
drawing by clicking on the axis of the wall in the appropriate location. Expand the category in
the data table referring to doors and determine a drawing type, width and height. Click F3
and insert the second door and fill its data in the table.

9. The same method applies to windows. Select the "Window" element and insert it to the drawing
area within the area of the wall. Fill in its type and size in the data table. The room drawing is
complete.
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Tip:
Press F7, select “Building structure” tab and enter a value for “Default recess width” of
1500 mm which will be adopted as a default width for all windows in this project. The width of recess
and width of window are not equivalent, but they describe the same dimension in the program.

10.Enter the proper widths in the data tables for those windows the widths of which differ from the
default value.
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11.All walls are furnished with additional components, thus forming a complete building structure
using the same method.

12.At another stage, rooms are enumerated. An automatic enumeration feature available in the
program is used for this end. To do this, select "Components data" from the main menu and the
"Assign numbers to rooms" command. Go to the drawing area and click individual room
descriptions starting with a vestibule. The program inserts room symbols beginning with 001.
13. Set the bathroom temperature to 24°C.
14.In the room data table in “Ti below” insert the temperature in the room underneath so that it is
consistent with assumptions. The program takes the temperature into account both during
automatic and manual sizing floor structures. Since there is a basement under the heated
rooms, the assumed temperature below the heating plane is set to 8°C level.
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15.The structure of the "First–floor" storey is created similarly. Go the first floor and follow the
building contour with the "Wall" element, and then all internal walls. Insert windows, doors and
enumerate rooms – the program begins with 101. An adequately higher internal temperature is
ascribed to the bathroom. Finish the editing of the first–floor structure.

3.5. Heating zone insertion
In the ground floor, we use floor heating. In the first floor we use radiators and in the bathroom
combined radiator and floor heating.
First, draw the zones (heating floors) and check their data.
Floor heating in the first version of the calculations will be presented in form of a group of heating
zones and a manifold. Pipe feeds and pipe–runs linking the manifold with the source are omitted,
because we have selected the “Create virtual connections” option. The heat source is also virtual.
Nevertheless, an estimate length of pipe feeds will be included in the list of pipes.
1. To start editing the floor heating system, go to the "Heating" editing scope. At this moment, the
cross–hatching of the rooms disappears together with a structure edition feature. Select the
"Heating floor"
element from the top toolbar in the "Radiant" tab, go to the drawing area
and insert heating zones to the room by clicking anywhere within its area. The program
automatically inserts a heating zone embracing the whole area of the room. A green room
contour appears along with a heating zone description.
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Knot

2. If not, the entire floor area is occupied by a heating zone, click the right mouse button on the HZ
label and choose the “Change types to freely modifiable” option. Knots will appear in the room
corners, clicking and holding your left mouse button on them you may drag them to the right
place. Alternatively you can insert the room area without floor heating loops in the data table in
the "Occupied area without pipes" field. The program calculates an effective heating area.
3. Use F3 key to proceed in the same manner in each room with floor heating on ground floor.
Room 002 – hall will be heated by connecting lines only because of expected low heat losses
(no external walls at all).
4. After inserting heating zones to all heated rooms, select an installation method from the
available list for individual heating zones in the data table in the "Installation method" field.
Select the "Spiral pipe" option for rooms numbered 003–bathroom, 006–room and 007–study,
and the "Double meander" option for other rooms.
5. Insert a manifold to the drawing by choosing the
"Double apartment manifold" from the
"Radiant" tab and fill in its type by selecting a product from the list in the data table.
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3.6. Determining the construction of floors and peripheral zones
Construction of floors and a type and location of peripheral zones for each heating zone must be
specified on a case–to–case basis. The exact procedure will be described with the following
exemplary rooms: 004–living room and 007–workshop.
1. Select a floor covering from the available list. For the living–room and the workshop, we choose
"Thin parquet"
2. Click the HZ–label, expand the "Floor construction" field and mark the "Auto" field in the
insulation option. A field is displayed in the upper section of the window, where the selected
covering is shown. The field for entering a maximal allowed working load is below. The program
calculates and displays the floor over room construction according to entered data.

3. Independent declaration of floor construction components takes place after marking the
"Manual" field at the insulation option. Select temperature difference to the room below and
select the layers of the floor. The program calculates a total thickness and heat resistance from
provided layers and supplemented values.
4. Floor construction editing is finished by closing the window when re–clicking the arrow in the
"Floor construction" field.
5. The program draws a triangle on the worksheet in the left bottom corner of each heating zone.
This makes it easier to find different levels of floor build up.
6. Now we can specify peripheral zones for individual heating zones in rooms. We assume that the
room with the symbol 004–living room will not have peripheral zones. After clicking the heating
floor label, the "No peripheral zone" field is marked by default in the data table in the "Peripheral
zone" field. Leave the data unchanged.
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7. We assume that a peripheral zone being part of HZ will be situated in the room symbolized
007–workshop. Mark the "Determine MZ forming part of primary circuit" field in the data table. In
the "At partitions" field, after pointing the mouse to one of the four options, the program displays
the selected edge on the preview in yellow. Mark "S" to determine that the peripheral zone is to
be localized at the southern wall. Determine MZ width of 0,8 m. As regards a layout pattern in a
peripheral zone, the "Created by compacting pipe layout pattern" is marked by default. Leave
this type unchanged.

8. After selecting peripheral zones, the program displays the current values of the MZ area in the
lower part of the window. The peripheral zones marked with cross–hatching appear on the
worksheet in suitable rooms.
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9. In the upstairs bathroom two types of heating will be used – radiator and floor heating. To do
this insert heating zone in room 102 on the ”First–floor” storey and determine floor construction
for this HZ. Choose “Double apartment manifold” from the toolbar, insert it on the drawing and
complete its type in the data table.
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3.7. Inserting radiators on plan views
Insert terminal units for the rooms on first floor. In this example, it is integrated radiators. Use the
AUTO mode when introducing radiators to the drawing that supports insertion of radiators under
windows.

1. Select the
"Integrated radiator" from the top toolbar, go to the drawing area and move the
mouse near the window. Now, the program automatically moves the radiator to the window,
which is displayed with a triangle.
2. After clicking with the left mouse button, the radiator is inserted under the window and appears
on the drawing.

3. This way, radiators are inserted under windows in all rooms.
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Tip: In our case, we can also select the whole drawing – menu “Components” – “Insert radiators
under all external windows”

4. We set one radiator type from the catalogue to all radiators in the worksheet. Press F7 to
display the Project Options window, move to “Default types” >> “Pipes, Radiators, Valves” and
set the type in the “Integrated radiator” field.

3.8. Drawing a distribution network
In our example, we will use a feature of the automatic connection of radiators to a distribution
system. Draw central heating pipe–runs, and then connect the radiators to the drawn system.
Distribution networks will be ended with remote connections that will be used when creating a
schematic view of the system. Three remote connections will be located on first floor – two for radiator
heating and one for manifold floor heating. On the second floor we will use one remote connection for
the floor heating.
A boiler where remote connections and a mixer will be provided by means of pipe–runs that
supply heating floors will be drawn on the schematic view, and not on the plan view, since in the first
phase of the calculations, we use the virtual creation of connections. The schematic view will be
created after the first calculations and necessary components will be inserted onto it.

"Remote connection" from the top toolbar, go to the drawing area and click on
1. Select the
the spot, where an outlet to the planned distribution system pipe is located. Insert two remote
connections on first floor, to which parts of the radiator distribution network will be connected.
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2. Select the component
"Pipe runs pair", go to the drawing area and introduce pipe–runs
starting with "Remote connection" and lay the pipe–runs along the run of radiators. Inserting is
done with enabled AUTO mode, which we disable temporarily with the Shift button at times
when the program wants to execute undesired connection of components on the route of the
system layout.
3. Draw a distribution network on the entire storey. Next, connect radiators to it. To do this, first
mark the entire network and all radiators. Select the "Select in rectangle components of type
“component menu from the right mouse menu. Mark the entire network and all radiators on the
drawing. If floor heating loops have been ticked when marking, deselect them with Ctrl, so they
are not highlighted.
4. Select the "Automatically connect all terminal units" command from the main "Components"
menu. After connecting the radiators, the program displays a query "Delete unnecessary pipe
ends?". In such case, select "Yes".
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5. All radiators will be connected to the system.
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3.9. Calculations and calculation options
1. After filling in data, execute calculations. Press F10, which calls calculations. After performing
data diagnostics, the program displays some hints about connecting the HZ to the manifold by
means of virtual connections, about assuming default radiator type for radiator sizing, and about
assuming default pipe type for all pipe–runs in the project, including virtual pipe–runs as well.
Click the "Continue" button.
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2. The program goes to the first calculation option window "RH circuit supply temperature" to
determine supply temperature. A control circuit name is shown on the left, in this case it is
"Virtual mixer", since we allowed for the creation of virtual connections of RH manifolds using
mixers and we have not introduced a heat source and mixer symbols to the project drawing.
Click the
button to allow the program to determine an optimal supply
temperature, whose accepted value will appear in the field beside. The "Graph" bottom will
display a graph with supply temperatures matching individual rooms. The broken vertical green
line indicated on the horizontal axis by a triangle represents the current supply temperature
setting. If you move the horizontal lines positioned near the room name and they turn blue, the
room will be underheated, and if they turn red the room will be overheated.
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3. Clicking “Next” go to FH calculation options tab, at this stage the calculations are not done yet.
During FH calculations some errors appeared, the program displays them on the screen.
Further calculations are not possible. You have to go back to the graphic editor and correct
the errors. Click the “Cancel” button.
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4. n the graphic editor press F8 to display the list of errors. Clicking respective errors highlights
appropriate elements on the drawing.

5. According to the calculations you must divide two heating zones – one, because the maximum
length of pipe feed is exceeded and the other because of too high pressure drop in the heating
from the side toolbar
loop. Choose ”Divide heating surface (any) with expansion joint”
”Functions” and go to the drawing area. Using the AUTO mode divide the heating zone into two
parts drawing a division line. To finish drawing the line click the right mouse button. The heating
zone is divided into two parts and two HZ descriptions appear.
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6. In the same way divide the other heating zone. In room 007 – workshop change the newly
created zone into freely modifiable and adjust its shape in a way which enables connecting pipe
feeds to the other HZ. Complete the HZ data concerning floor covering and floor construction in
the data table. You also need to declare once more peripheral zones.

7. After errors corrections go to calculations clicking the F10 button. When the diagnostics is
carried out click the “Next” button. The program goes to the first window of the calculation
options “Specify floor heating circuit supply temperature” and the next stage is the determination
of supply temperature. Clicking the
button we let the program determine the
optimal supply temperature, its accepted value appears in the field beside.
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8. Press the "Next" button and go to the tab with FH calculation options, which at this stage is
already calculated thermally. By clicking the button on the right side of the "VA [cm]", we can
see what are the available loop layout options and which option has been selected by the
program. It is advisable to allow the program to select the type of HZ layout automatically in the
rooms leaving the "Auto" field marked.
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9. Click "Next". The "Calculation options" tab refers to the distribution network. We switch these
windows by clicking the list on the left of the screen. On the "System balancing options", the
program displays a source name and when using virtual connections, the source selected by
the program is also virtual.

10.To end calculations, click the "Next" button or go to the "Results" tab. The program carries out
hydraulic calculations and compiles the materials.
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3.10. Results view
The "Results" tab consists of two windows. The left window includes listed thematic groups of
results, the right window includes specific, detailed results assignable to the thematic group
highlighted at the moment. With two types of heating in the project and declared creation of virtual
connections, the program assigns results to one virtual source.

Browse individual result tables by clicking names of specific groups, with the most important ones
including: "General results", "RH results" and "Bill of materials".
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3.11. Pipe feed drawing
The handling method discussed so far has been focused on fast acquisition of results with
approximation sufficient for offer or comparative purposes. For this reason, creation of virtual
connections has been allowed and pipe feeds and heat sources have not been drawn. However, a
technical project must comprise these components. The further part of the example will be devoted to
this issue.

1. Go to the graphic editor and while on the “Heating” tab select the
"Connection line pair" on
the top toolbar from the "Radiant" tab.
2. Go to the drawing area, and draw pipe feeds from individual outlets from the manifold to all
heating zones. Due to properties of the AUTO mode, it is better to first connect the neighboring
zone or the closest zone to the manifold, and then guide pipe feeds to HZ located farther.

3. Mind that pipe feeds be drawn correctly, since the program automatically reads their lengths. If
the length of a pipe feed on a drawing differs from its actual length – enter the correct length in
the data table.

3.12. Schematic view creation and insertion of a source to the project
Earlier calculations have been performed with virtual heat sources. Now, we will create a new
worksheet with a schematic view and add a source and connect it to the whole system.
1. To create a new worksheet, click the right mouse button on the tab of the current sheet and
open the sheet management window. Click the "New" key, select the "Schematic view" sheet
type. For enhanced project clarity, change its name to "Schematic view". Close the worksheets
management window.
2. Go to the "Construction" tab by clicking it in the bottom right corner of the screen. Press the
„Floor elevation label" button from the top toolbar from the "Components" tab and click the
work area. As we have ground floor and first floor in our example, decrease the number of
storeys to two using the arrow in the upper part of drawing. Enter appropriate values for first
floor elevation, elevation difference and floor thickness in the data table.
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3. Go to the "Heating" tab. Select "Boiler" from the top toolbar from the "Network / radiators" tab
and insert to the worksheet in a relevant place. Select the drawing boiler type as "Hanging" in
the data table.
4. Another element is "Mixer", which is introduced to the drawing area between the boiler and
remote connections assigned to floor heating drawn at later stage. Select a mixer type in the
data table.

5. In the same tab, select the "Automatic schematic view" element and insert to the drawing. The
program can generate the schematic view of the whole system through these components.
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6. Use the element of the "Pipe–run pair" type to connect the boiler to the mixer and remote
connections and fill in the type of pipe–runs in the data table.
7. Now make the logical connection between each “Automatic schematic view” and corresponding
“Remote connection” on the “Plan” type sheets. To do this, give such element a unique symbol,
for example a letter, and enter it in the data table. In this data table select also the worksheet (in
our case – one of the plans) where the corresponding element is. Then go to that worksheet
(the plan) and give the same letter symbol to the corresponding remote connection and in it’s
data table chose the view worksheet name as the “Destination worksheet”. Repeat it for each
pair.
8. Insert appropriate fittings onto pipe–runs, boiler and mixer and select their type in the data table
from the list.

9. After drawing all components, press a combination of Shift+F2 keys, which tells the program to
check connections in the drawn system.
10.To generate a schematic view automatically, right–click each “Automatic schematic view”
element and select the "Create automatic schematic view" command from the pop–up menu.
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3.13. Calculations and calculation options
1. After filling in data and checking the connections, press F10, which calls calculations. After
performing data diagnostics, the program proceeds at once to the calculation options window
and does not display a message about virtual pipe–runs anymore.
2. Determine the floor heating supply temperature in the "FH circuit supply temperature" window,
this time for the "Source" control circuit that has been introduced in the schematic view. Click
the "Next" button to go through the calculations to results.

3.14. View of results
See 2.13.

3.15. Results table printing
If calculation results are complete, they can be printed out in a printer. Since first calculations are
of a preliminary (offer) character, we focus only on the "General results" and "Bill of material" tables.
See 2.10.

3.16. Drawing FH loops
After performing complete calculations, we insert a picture with a pipes layout in any (or chosen)
heating zones into the picture. Calculation results are not affected by the existence or lack of such
picture.
1. Go to the "Draw ... loop" editing scope by clicking an appropriate tab in the right bottom corner.
2. Select the
"Break lines for drawing pipe system – automatic" at the top toolbar from the
"Radiant" tab. This graphic item is used for drawing the layout of pipes in the heating zone.
3. After selecting an element, go to the drawing area. The program marks the place of connecting
pipe–runs to the HZ with a grey cross, and a pipe layout direction with a grey arrow. Select the
direction of layout pipes and click when an appropriately positioned grey arrow appears.
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4. The "Spiral pipe" pattern is drawn at once after selecting a direction and clicking the left mouse
button, and the calculated pipe spacing is saved before.
5. For the "Double meander" option, the program displays an exact preview of pipe layout. By
repositioning the mouse, we can observe how the method of meander layout changes – along
or lateral to the room. After selecting, click the mouse and the lines are inserted to the drawing.
We handle all HZ the same way. To end the editing of drawing, click the right mouse button.

6. When inserting break lines to the drawing, pipe spacing, layout option and pipe feed omit
declaration can be changed in the data table. However, after clicking the mouse on the drawing,
layout cannot be modified. To change layout, remove lines and re–insert them. Lines are
removed faster after choosing the "Delete all polylines for this HZ" by clicking the right mouse
button on the HZ–Label.
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3.17. Printout of the drawing
After performing calculations and drawing break lines matching the layout of pipes, print the
drawing. Predetermine printing options and sheet limits, if it does not fit to one sheet. Printing options
can be determined individually for each sheet.
1. Go to the "Printout" tab by clicking the last tab at the right bottom corner. The program goes to
the print preview mode, and data required for printout configuration appear in the data table.
2. Select a printer for printing. Determine the print scale, margins, paper orientation and page
length and width. State if the printout should be colour or white and black.
3. Control the location of paper sheet limits on the drawing and possibly correct it with the mouse.
4. The printout preview mode shows violet and green break lines with a scissors symbol. The
violet lines stand for paper sheet limits from left, page bottom, and the green determine overlaps
that facilitate combination of a project from single pages. If printed sheets are to contact at
edges after combining, then the overlaps are not needed. Disable them in the data table of the
print pages system.
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5. Print the project by calling the print window with a combination of Ctrl+P keys. The print window
enables to choose the range of printed pages.
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4. UPONOR HSE-THERM 4.5 + UPONOR HSE-HEAT&ENERGY 4.5 –
LESSON THREE:
EXEMPLARY FLOOR AND RADIATOR HEATING ON THE PLAN
VIEW DRAWN PERFORMED BY IMPORT WITH INTERPRETATION
OF FILE OF DWG–TYPE. EXAMPLE WITH CALCULATIONS OF
HEAT LOSS ACCORDING TO VALID STANDARDS.
The aim of this lesson is to demonstrate how to conduct complex calculations for floor and
radiator heating with calculations of heat loss for a building where two storeys are heated. The part of
the project comprising drawings will include imported and interpreted plan views from .dwg–type files.
The aim of interpretation is achieving of complex building construction with walls and supplementary
components (doors and windows) as well as with created rooms.
Calculations of heat loss will be performed in program UPONOR HSE-heat&energy 4.5, into
which the file with imported building structure and completed values in rooms will be loaded.
By having views including walls and windows, we can automatically localize radiators under
windows. After calculations are done, the schematic view will be automatically performed on the base
of storey plan views.

4.1. Program launch and screen content description
See 2.1.

4.2. Filling in general data
As in 2.3, except of sub–chapter 3.
1. Because the calculations of heat loss will be performed in program UPONOR HSE-heat&energy
4.5, enter zero in the “Q index [W/m2] for temp. given” field in General Data (F7), so that the
index heat loss will not be calculated.

4.3. Preparation of a construction base for the storey plan view
Two–storied plan views with drawn wall heating and floor heating will form the drawings in our
project. Bases for these two plan views can be obtained in many ways. This lesson will demonstrate
how plan views of ground floor and first floor created by an architect in files of .dwg–file will be
imported into program with graphic interpretation of walls, windows and doors and in this way will
create the base for installation plans.
1. On the menu „File” select the command „Import building plan view from DWG/DXF file”.
Program opens a window, in which we should find the first .dwg file for this project including
plan view of cellars, select it and then click the button “Open”. During the first import program
will ask us for font file used in building project (with extension .shx). We can select the
localization of file on a disc, if we have it (from the architect, including ground files) or select the
option “Abort”.
2. The import file window is opened. All the drawing layers that are included in the imported file
appear on the left side. In the upper left corner select from pop–up list the unit of measure for
drawing, which will be adequate to real dimension of the building.
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Selection of measure of unit which will be appropriate for dimension of real object is important
because of graphic editor, which always shows the dimensions in meters. For this reason it is
important to have the imported drawing correctly scaled.

Tip: To verify the correct selection press

and measure a door, it should be about 1 meter.

3. Click the button „Continue” We are now in walls interpretation window. Because the file has to
be interpreted by construction, select the layers for wall analysis. In this case select layers
“Walls” and “Axes”. If the wall components are located simultaneously on several layers, they
select
can be not properly interpreted in program. In such situation by means of button
the wall fragment. In lower part of window appears the preview, how the wall will be interpreted.
Select two or three characteristic wall fragments. By means of
redundant selected walls.
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4. In the upper part of window we can set the wall thickness range (minimal and maximal value). If
in project there are brick made ventilating or chimney ducts, the wall thickness shall be
increased to required value, so these components could be properly interpreted.
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5. Click „Continue”. Now we are in windows and doors interpretation window. Just select the layers
containing windows and doors, set the windows width range – the biggest value of windows and
doors width must be selected – this is very important if there are double doors in project. Then
these components will be properly interpreted by the program.
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6. Select from the „library” presented in program types of windows and doors. They should be
identical with items on imported drawing. When we want to see the components on the drawing
and their type more accurately, use the zoom located in upper part of preview window.
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7. Click „Continue”. Now we are in the window „Select drawing layers to be loaded as drawings”,
without graphical interpretation. All layers are selected default. Clicking the right mouse button
on drawing layers list activates the option “Deselect all” and then we can just select only these,
which are necessary for graphic completing of our ground. In this case select the layer “Stairs”.
Abandon loading of room descriptions because the program can create its own descriptions and
doubling them could make the drawing illegible.

8. To make the interpretation and to load a file into the program just click the button „Continue”.
Program will display interpretation progress in percent and after termination a message about
end of interpretation will appear informing that the file will be loaded to current sheet on the
“Construction” tab.
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9. Now we have ready rooms consisting of walls, doors and windows. You can specify the values
of heat transfer coefficient “U” for these elements.

10.In order to load another plan view of storey we have to create a new working sheet. For that
click the right mouse button on tab of actual sheet and open the sheets management window.
Click “New”, select sheet type „Plan”. For better project transparency change the sheet names –
the name first one to „Groundfloor” and the name of second one to „First–floor”. Select the
sheet “First–floor” as current close the sheets management window.
11.On the sheet „First–floor” from menu „File” select command „Import building plan view from
DWG/DXF file”. Program will open a window where we can find second .dwg file for this project
located on a disc, select it and click “Open”.
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12.Repeat the steps 1–8 as described before.

4.4. Complete the room data
After importing and interpretation of plan views we have a drawing of the building construction, in
which the program has distinguished individual rooms. For project needs we have to complete the
room data in data tables.
1. Go to the “Construction” tab by clicking appropriate tab in the bottom right corner of screen.
Click on individual rooms – adequate data tables will then appear. Completing field „Room
symbol” we are giving names to individual rooms. Then check the temperature in room –
bathroom should have adequately higher inner temperature.
2. In field „Ti below” put the value of temperature, which is underneath this room. The building has
0
a cellar, so we can set the Ti below on the level of 8 C.
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3. Complete data of all rooms and the same operations should be performed on the storey „First–
0
floor”. We leave default room inner temperature and the temperature below on the level of 20 C
0
only for bathroom we can set both values to 24 C.
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4. We have in project two storeys heated. Besides of them the building consists of non–heated
storeys: cellar and attic. They will not have corresponding plan views in graphic editor. For
needs of heat loss calculation in program we will add in graphic editor such components as
horizontal partition of room: floor (on the ground floor) and ceiling (on the first floor). In this
lesson existing rooms of cellar and ground floor will be replaced by setting of temperature on
the other side of horizontal partition of the room in UPONOR HSE-heat&energy 4.5. For non–
0
heated rooms declared temperature value is 8 C.
5. On the “Ground–floor” storey select from upper toolbar – tab „Components” – button “Horizontal
partition: floor”
, move to drawing area and click on individual rooms. Program will display
a preview with grey outline pointing out the position where an element will be placed, after
clicking a blue line will appear in the axes of room partitions and a broken line will appear in the
border of these partitions and also a red broken line showing outer dimensions.

6. Because we assume, that all rooms have a cellar underneath, using the function key F3 you
can set the floor in all rooms on the drawing. In data table we can leave default value “Yes” in
field „Calculated in UPONOR HSE-heat&energy 4.5”.
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7. On the storey „First floor” we insert to rooms an element of type „Horizontal partition: ceiling”. In
data table we can leave the default value “Yes” in field „Calculated in UPONOR HSEheat&energy 4.5”.
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4.5. Complete the graphic storey data
Let’s complete the structure of building:
1. In main menu select “Options / Project Options / Building structure” or press the key
combination Ctrl+F7. The “Building structure” item is highlighted in the options list and a
“Building structure” window opens.
2. On the left of this window you can find the list of storeys, flats and individual rooms. To open
this list click the icons
at building structure components. On the right the data of selected
component will be displayed. We can fill in fields concerning all storeys of building. For already
existing components we put the name, storey elevation, storey height and storey thickness. We
can leave default window–sill elevation unchanged. Default recess width is set to 1500 mm,
which corresponds to the window width. Pipe–run elevation n storey can be set to 0,1 m.
3. After clicking the mouse button on chosen field on the right we can see on drawing below a
preview of value which is changed at the moment.

4. Complete data for second storey in the same way. After all data have been completed, close
the building structure window clicking OK button.
5. Save the project on hard disc under particular name so we could open it later in another
program.
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4.6. Project opening and data completion
UPONOR HSE-therm 4.5 and UPONOR HSE-heat&energy 4.5 are sharing the same file, so data
changed in one program are automatically in the other program after saving the file.
1. Start the program UPONOR HSE-heat&energy 4.5 from Package Manager. After opening we
can see the program main menu and toolbars. On the main menu “File” select command “Open”
or click on toolbar the icon
. Find previous saved project file and open it. The project will be
loaded into the program and opened on the tab “General data” item.
2. Click on appropriate item in bottom left window and select the tab “Calculation standards and
options”, then uncheck field “Calculate seasonal energy demand”, because this lesson does not
include such calculations.

3. Go to the tab “Building data” item and in field “Town” we can select from the list a place where
the calculated building is located, or the nearest place. Or you may fill your data’s manually. All
default data remains unchanged.
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4. In the upper left window click the “Building structure” item and by means of icon
part of screen we can develop the view to see all rooms in this building.

in bottom

5. For horizontal partitions inserted in graphic editor, e.g. floors and ceilings, the program can
automatically match the type of partition. For the first working sheet (Groundfloor) this is the
floor on ground and for the last sheet (First–floor) this is the roof. In our example we have
declared, that behind horizontal partitions there is non–heated cellar under the ground floor and
non–heated attic above first floor. For that after loading the file to UPONOR HSE-heat&energy
4.5 it is necessary to change type of horizontal partition. Click the individual rooms of ground
floor and in the “Type” column instead of “Floor on ground” select „Internal floor”.

6. Then set the temperature on the other side of partition. For non–heated cellar and attic we have
0
declared 8 C.
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7. Proceed this way with all rooms in ground floor and first floor. For first floor instead of partition
type „Roof” select from list „Internal floor”.
♦

Tip: You can also open the same file in UPONOR HSE-therm 4.5, without closing UPONOR HSEheat&energy 4.5.
Select installation layer – press right mouse button – select in rectangle components of type –
heating floor – and draw a window over the whole drawing.
In the data table you can specify now Ti below for all Heating Zones at one time. Save the project
and switch to UPONOR HSE-heat&energy 4.5 – where the data is updated automatically.

4.7. Declaration of construction and partition properties
To perform heat loss calculations, we have to describe these partitions in program, which we will
later use assigning them to rooms in graphic editor. For example some partitions will be created from
specific material layers, other partitions will be “ready–made partitions” with specified U – coefficient.
1. In upper left window click the “Partition structure” item and in lower window “Partitions”. On the
right side a partition table will appear – so far it is empty. By means of button
pop–up menu and select command “Add partition structure”.

open the
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2. A new table will appear. It is necessary to complete some data in this table. Put a short name
identifying the partition, comment and a type chosen from the list. Then, for partition consisting
of layers, after opening the field “Material” select from list specific material of partition and
specify its thickness in column “d”. Proceed this way with all layers composing the partition. In
construction of external partition the sequence of layers should be from inside to outside.

3. In lower part of window program displays preview of calculation status and value of “U” –
coefficient.

4. All partitions consisting of layers should be created in the same way.
5. To create ready–made partition, add the partition structure, put the name and select partition
type. Then select “Partition with user–spec. U” in the “Manner of defining partition” and set heat
transmission coefficient Uo. For components type “External window” or „External door”,
depending on sets of norms which are valid in program we should set as well the length of
gaps, through which external air can penetrate.
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6. In similar way declare other partitions in building.

7. Because now the project processing will be performed in graphic editor of UPONOR HSE-therm
4.5 program, save the file on disk.

4.8. Assigning the construction types to partitions on drawing
After defining the partitions we have to assign these definitions to specific partitions on the
drawing base.
1. Go to the UPONOR HSE-therm 4.5 program in which our example is still opened. Program will
refresh data and after that we can edit our project. If “Construction” is not the active editing
scope, select it. By means of LOCK – mode, clicking the field in lower right corner of screen
locks the sheet content to avoid moving of individual walls during selecting them.
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2. Select from main menu “Edit” command “Select all components of type …” >> “Wall” >>
“External” and all external walls on drawing will be selected. In data table, field “Partition
structure type” select adequate name of partition.
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3. For windows and doors in external walls select also adequate type of partition in data table.
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4. Because there are two types of internal walls in project, select by means of mode multi–select
(pressing while clicking the Shift key) all „thicker” walls first and then on these walls select type
of partition structure. Similarly select other type of walls and then select the type in the data
table.
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5. Then select simultaneously all horizontal partitions – floors, which have been placed onto the
plan view and select for them the type in table.
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6. The same operations should be performed on second storey. Assign to internal walls, external
walls and floors adequate partition structure types in data table.

7. Because now the project processing will be performed in tabular editor of UPONOR HSEheat&energy 4.5 program, save the file on disc.
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4.9. Data completion in UPONOR HSE-heat&energy 4.5 and performing of
calculation
1. Go to the program of heat loss calculations. All rooms will have adequate type so the
program could calculate required volumes of supply ventilation air.

2. Floors in rooms with built–in floor heating in our floor heating project should not be take into
consideration in heat loss calculations. For that select a field in “H” – column of every such floor.
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3. Program will perform calculations after every data modification and the results are visible on the
level of rooms in lower part of window.

4. Save project and close the program. Change over to program UPONOR HSE-therm 4.5 where
view refreshing takes place and the information concerning heat requirement in individual rooms
will appear on the plan view. If there is a radiant heating in the room and shares of both
radiators and radiant heating have been in such room declared as “auto”, the program will try to
cover during calculations as much heat loss as possible with underfloor heating loop. For the
rest of loss will match radiators.

4.10. Heating zone insertion
As in 3.5.

4.11. Determining the construction of floors and peripheral zones
As in 3.6.
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4.12. Drawing pipe feeds
Because this lesson describes execution of complex project, it is necessary to draw pipe feeds.

1. While in the “Heating” editing scope tab select the
of the "Radiant" tab.

"Connection line pair" in the top toolbar

See 3.11, from sub–chapter 2.

4.13. Inserting radiators on plan views
As in 3.7.

4.14. Drawing a distribution network
As in 3.8.

4.15. Schematic view creation and insertion of a source to the project
To ensure that entire installation will be drawn correctly we have to insert a heat source to the
project. For that we must create new working sheet and on this sheet insert an element of “Source”–
type, then connect complete system in form of schematic view.
Then as in 3.12, from sub–chapter 1 (without sub–chapter 9).

4.16. Calculations and calculation options
1. After data completion let’s execute calculations. Press key F10 to execute calculations. After
data diagnostics, if no errors have been found, program goes to the first window of calculation
options „RH circuit supply temperatures”. Next stage is determining the supply temperature. On
the left you can see the name of regulation circuit, in this case this is the source name, which
has been introduced in data table. If the name has not been given, program will display source
“without name”.
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2. Clicking the
button we allow the program to set an optimal supply
temperature, the value of which will appear in the field beside. Click the button „Graph” and the
graph of supply temperatures suitable for individual rooms will appear. Vertical broken green
line marked on the horizontal axis with a triangular slider shows current settings of supply
temperature. If, for the determined supply temperature the horizontal line near the room name
turns blue, the room will be underheated, if it turns red, the room will be overheated.
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3. Clicking the button „Next” go to the tab with options of underfloor heating calculation, which in
this phase is already calculated. Clicking the button on the right of field „VA [cm]” we can see
possible variants of loop setting and see which variant has been chosen by the program.
Program will automatically select the setting of HZ in rooms when we leave selected „Auto”
field.
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4. Click „Continue”. Tab „RH calculation options” concerns the radiator heating and distribution
network. Check the correctness of radiator heating option in four windows, between which we
can change by clicking the list on the left side of screen. On the tab “System balancing options”
program will display name of source set in data table.

5. To finish calculations click the button „Continue” or go to the tab „Results”. Program will
terminate hydraulic calculations and draw up a bill of materials.
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4.17. Results view
The tab „Results” consists of two windows. In the left window we can see thematic groups of
results arranged as a list, in the right window you can see specific, detailed results belonging to
selected thematic group. If two types of heating in project and one source have been declared, the
program displays results assigned to the source for both types of heating. Concerning the supply and
return temperature, results of radiator heating have priority.
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Go through the next results tables clicking names of individual groups, the most important of
which are: “General results”, “RH results” and “Bill of materials”.

4.18. Printing the results table
As in 2.10.

4.19. Drawing the underfloor heating loop
As in 3.16.

4.20. Printout of the drawing
As in 3.17.
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5. UPONOR HSE-SAN 4.5 - LESSON FOUR
EXAMPLE OF MAKING A COMPLETE DESIGN OF A HOT AND
COLD WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM WITH THE USE OF A
BACKGROUND DRAWING FROM AN ISB COMMON FILE
The purpose of this lesson is to show how a design of a hot and cold water supply system can be
made in a simple and fast way with the use of an .isb file including a design of a heating system. The
heating system design was based on the graphical structure of the building – see lesson 3. The
building structure drawn will also form the basis for designing a water supply system. The tab with the
background drawing forms the common editing part of both designs.
The schematic view of the water supply system will be drawn using such components as: source,
cold water heater, connection line, distribution network and riser. Fragments of the system introduced
as originals (in two bathrooms and in the kitchen) in the ground and first floor plan will be displayed in
the schematic view as shadows of these components. This way a complete schematic view of the
system will be created.

5.1. Launching the program and discussion of the screen contents
1. Upon starting the program from the Package Manager level, by default a welcome screen is
displayed. Here you can choose to create a new project, open an existing project or the one that
was recently edited. If this screen is not displayed, a new project is automatically created.
2. The following components are displayed in the screen:

Main menu

Toolbar

Data table

Worksheet tab

Status bar

Navigator

Project editing scope tabs

Operating mode
switches
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- Title bar – the title bar of the main window contains on its left–hand side the program name
and the name of the current project file. The right–hand side of the title bar contains standard
Windows buttons.
- Main menu – is located directly below the title bar. Clicking the left mouse button on a
selected item of the menu opens a drop–down menu with a list of commands.
- Toolbar – is arranged in subject–matter tabs. To activate a tab, click the left mouse button on
it. A set of icons assigned to the selected scope of editing is then displayed. Left–clicking an
icon activates a function that is assigned to it or activates a selected component inserting
mode.
When you position the mouse pointer over a button (icon) a hint is displayed. The contents of
the toolbar and the number and type of tabs with toolbars depends on the type of current
sheet and on the current scope of project editing (San, Construction, Background, Printout).
- Data table – by default is located on the right–hand side of the window. The table is used to
append the data of components being placed in the workspace. To toggle the data table on
and off press the F12 function key. We recommend hiding the data table when creating the
graphical part of the design. Component data are arranged in categories depending on the
type of component.
- Status bar – displayed at the bottom of the window. It shows information on the current status
of the project (calculated/not calculated), the coordinates of the mouse pointer within the
workspace, information on the current operation and the editing scope tabs and operating
mode fields.
- Project data editing scope tabs – located in the bottom right corner of the window, just
below the data table. These tabs separate the logical parts of the project: installation,
construction, background drawing, printout. If the file loaded contains a heating system
design, it can be displayed in the “Heating” tab. Each tab has options assigned to it and
displayed by clicking the right mouse button:
“Invisible when inactive”
“Grey when inactive”
“Visible when inactive”
By highlighting a selected option, the components of the given editing scope can be either
displayed or not after moving to another editing scope tab. The option selected is visualised
by the appearance of the tab;

- Operating modes – operating mode fields are located below the project data editing scope
tabs. To enable a selected operating mode (ORTO, LOCK, GRID, AUTO, REP), left–click
the appropriate operating mode field. Blue font of the operating mode name indicates that
the mode is enabled. Grey font indicates that the mode is inactive.
- Workspace – the workspace is bound on top and left–hand side by horizontal and vertical
rulers. These rulers help control the position of components being placed. The button in the
top left corner between the rulers enables changing the viewing scale and displays the
current scale. On the borders of the workspace opposite the rulers there are sliders, vertical
and horizontal. The sliders are used to move the area of the drawing displayed on the
screen. The component in the bottom right corner between the sliders is the navigator, which
facilitates moving within the workspace. Worksheet tabs are located to the left of the
horizontal slider.
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- Worksheet name tabs – a project can be divided into parts, each of which forms a separate
drawing sheet. Moving from one sheet to another is carried out by left–clicking a selected
tab. To open the sheet management window right–click any one of the worksheet tabs. You
can create new worksheets and copy or delete existing worksheets in this window.

The rules for working with the program are similar to those described in UPONOR HSE-therm 4.5
(see section 2.2).
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5.2. Loading an existing project, appending the most important general data.
Selecting catalogues and setting default catalogues.
1. Select “Open project”
in the main menu “File”. A selection list is displayed where you can
highlight a complete heating system design.

2. The project is opened with the heating system editing tab active. To move to water supply
system editing select the “San” tab.
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The existing “Ground floor” and “First floor” worksheets display the floor plans of the building
because the “Visible when inactive” option has been selected in the “Construction” tab. The heating
system layout is not displayed because the “Invisible when inactive” option has been selected in the
“Heating” tab.
To specify general data for the water supply system design and to select the default pipe
catalogues open the project options window by pressing the F7 function key.
Here you can define the general data of the project, such as: default hot and cold water
temperature, type of building and general data of the current worksheet: default ambient temperatures
for network, riser and connection pipe–runs. In the “Project options” window you can also change the
appearance of objects in the program.
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3. To load catalogues to be used in the project, left–click the “Catalogues” item in the project
options window, then click the “Catalogues” button to open the “Catalogues” window. This
window is divided into tabs: “Pipes and pipe fittings”, “Valves and fittings”, “Insulation”, “Faucets,
taps and bathroom equipment”. To select catalogues, click the appropriate items in the left–
hand window of the tab. The selected catalogue name is highlighted. To move the selected
catalogue(s) to the right–hand window of the tab, which enables their use in the project, use the
buttons with blue arrows
,
. You can change the list of catalogues in the right–hand
window by means of buttons with arrows pointing in the opposite direction.

4. Select a catalogue of galvanized steel pipes in the “Pipes and pipe fittings” tab for use in the
current project.
5. Select “Default types/Pipes, Receptors” from the drop–down list in the project options window.
Select pipe type appropriate for the project from the selected manufacturer’s catalogue in the
“Default pipe type (hot, circulation)” and “Default pipe type (cold)” fields. Specify also the default
receptor connection system corresponding to the selected pipe catalogue. The receptor
connection system determines the manner of executing connections of all receptors with
connection lines.
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5.3. Inserting receptors, riser connections and drawing water supply system
on the building floor plans.
Move to the ground floor sheet and its water supply system editing (“San”) tab. We will now place
hot and cold water receptors and water supplying pipes in the bathroom and the kitchen.

5.3.1. Inserting receptors into the ground floor plan
In the kitchen and the bathroom on the ground floor we will arrange appropriate hot and cold
water outlets and sanitary ware. These will consist of a sink and a dishwasher in the kitchen and a
washing machine, a shower pan with a shower panel, two washbasins, a toilet bowl and a urinal in the
bathroom.
When placing the components in the drawing we will use the AUTO mode, which facilitates the
positioning of components along the wall and automatically links water outlets with sanitary ware.
First we will place all drainage components and water supply outlets, then we will append their
data.
1. Select from the upper toolbar in the “Receptors” tab the components that make up the
equipment to be installed in the bathroom: washing machine
faucet

, shower pan

valve

. Select a sink

, shower panel
and a dishwasher

, toilet bowl

, washbasin
, urinal

,

and flushing

for the kitchen.

2. Select the “shower pan”
, move the mouse pointer to the drawing area near the wall. The
component being inserted is automatically snapped to the wall, which is indicated by a mark.
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3. When you click the left mouse button the component is set in place and appears in the drawing.

4. Inserting such components as shower pan + shower panel or washbasin + faucet can be
associated with automatic linking of these components. This is done in such manner that first
we place on the plan, for instance, the shower pan, and then we select the shower panel in the
toolbar and we click the left mouse button in the shower pan drawing. The shower panel is then
automatically placed on the shower pan. If we move the shower pan, the shower panel will
follow automatically.
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5. You can move the shower panel along the selected side of the shower pan by dragging it by
means of the mouse.
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6. Use the above procedure to insert all water receptacles with the associated sanitary ware on
the ground floor.

7. Now we shall proceed with the configuration of water outlet points. Press the F12 key to display
the data table. Select the component data from the selection lists or enter them into the data
table fields. Most of the data require just the default values to be accepted. Mark the shower
panel and the shower pan in the drawing (these components make a pair) and the data table
displays the data of the shower pan and of the associated shower panel. The symbol of the
room where the marked components are located is displayed in the “Component identification”
category in the “In room” field. You can change, if necessary, the default values in the
“Technical data” category:
- Faucet type – changes faucet drawing,
- Water outlet point – changes the design type (which implies the change of flow rate and
pressure required).
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8. Now we move to the configuration of faucets at the washbasins. As the two washbasins are
identical, we can use the multiple component marking feature. Press and hold the Shift key and
click on the components. The data appended in the table apply to the marked components.
9. Configure the other water outlet points in similar manner.

5.3.2. Inserting a remote connection and drawing a distribution network on the
ground floor
In this example we will make use of the function of automatic connecting of water outlet points to
the distribution network. We will draw hot and cold water pipe–runs and then we will connect water
outlet points to them. At the point where riser is located, the distribution network will terminate in a
remote connection. Similarly, a remote connection will be placed in the schematic view on the ground
floor level and it will be connected to the riser.
Cold water source and heater will appear in the part of the system displayed in the schematic
view.
To make the drawing of pipe–runs easier we will enable the ORTO mode (to aid us in the
positioning of pipe–runs arranged horizontally, vertically and at a defined angle) and the AUTO mode
(to have the pipe–runs connected automatically).

1. Select the “Remote connection”
component in the “Flow–through and other components”
upper toolbar. Move to the drawing area and click on the spot where the distribution network
riser is planned to be located. The place where the remote connection is to be inserted is closed
to the bathroom.

2. Select another component of the “Pair of pipe–runs – Cold water, Hot water”
type. Move
to the drawing area and place the pipe–runs starting from the “Remote connection”. The starting
point of a pipe–run and a turning point of a pipe–run are marked by clicking the left mouse
button. Clicking the right mouse button or drawing a pipe–run up to a connection point of a
water receptacle followed by clicking the left mouse button completes the drawing of a pipe–run.
3. The pipe–runs are placed while the AUTO mode is on. If an undesired connection of
components is made when pipe–runs are drawn, disable the AUTO mode temporarily by
pressing and holding the Shift key.
4. Now the complete distribution network has been drawn on the ground floor. The hot and cold
water receptacles can now be connected to it. To do this, first mark the entire network and all
the receptacles. Select the “Mark components in rectangle” command
menu. Mark the entire network and all the receptacles in the drawing.
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5. Select the “Automatically connect receptors” command in the “Components” menu. Upon
connecting the fixtures a “Remove unnecessary pipe–run ends?” question is displayed. Select
“Yes” in this case, as the remaining pipe–run ends will not be used.
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5.3.3.

Drawing the system on the first floor

Draw the water supply system in the first floor worksheet in a manner described under 5.3.1 and
5.3.2. The part of the system on the first floor will look like this:

5.4. Preparing a background drawing for the schematic view
The schematic view of the water supply system will be drawn on the same cross section of the
building as the one used for creating the heating system design (see section 3.12). However,
a separate schematic view sheet will be used. By copying the arrangement of storeys from the heating
system schematic view sheet we will introduce it into the water supply system schematic view sheet.
1. Set up a new worksheet using the “New” function in the worksheet management window (see
section 5.1) and select the “Schematic view” type. Assign a “SAN schematic” name to the new
worksheet.
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2. Move to the heating system schematic view sheet, the “Construction” tab. Mark the floor
arrangement by left–clicking it. The floor arrangement is marked. Open the pop–up menu with
the right mouse button. Select “Copy” and move to the “SAN schematic” sheet and the
“Construction” tab.
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3. Use the Ctrl+V key combination to paste the floor arrangement, making sure that the floor
elevations correspond to the values on the vertical ruler.
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4. Adjust the width of the floor arrangement by means of arrows which appear when you position
the mouse pointer over square handle marks on horizontal sections of the frame so that the
drawing is sufficiently wide for schematic view of the water supply system.
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5.5. Inserting a cold water source and heater into a schematic view
The system will be supplied from a cold water source only, and hot water will be obtained in a
gas–fired heater.
1. Left–click the source
in the “Flow through and other components” tab and place the source
on the first floor. Specify type of source as “Cold water” in the “Connections” field.
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2. Now select the heater button

and place it on the same floor.

3. Rotate the heater horizontally by means of Ctrl+Tab key combination so that cold water outlet
points towards the source.
4. Leave the ORTO and AUTO modes on – this will enable automatic connecting of pipe–runs and
inserting some component types at a distance above the floor specified by standards.
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5. Select the single pipe–run
water connection point.

and connect the cold water source with the heater at the cold

5.6. Setting up a riser in the schematic view and inserting remote connections
We will put one riser into the schematic view sheet and connect to it the remote connections with
the ground floor and the first floor. In order to connect a distribution network and riser entered in a
schematic view with a network drawn on building plans, remote connections have to be configured.
The lengths of vertical sections of the network will be taken from the drawings, the lengths of
horizontal sections have to be input into the data table in accordance with their real dimensions.

5.6.1. Inserting remote connections
We will insert “Remote connection” component on the ground and first floors. Make sure that the
remote connections are positioned at an elevation corresponding to the actual elevation of the
connection of horizontal sections of the network with the riser. This will later facilitate adding fragments
of the system drawn on the plans to the schematic view.

in the “Flow through and other components” toolbar and
1. Select “Remote connection”
insert it on the ground floor. After pressing the F3 function key place the same component on
the first floor.
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2. Change the orientation of the remote connections: mark them all by clicking with the Shift key
depressed and then use the Ctrl+Tab “Rotate horizontally” key combination.

5.6.2. Setting up a riser and connecting the system to the source
The components will be connected by means of a single pipe–run or a pair of pipe–runs. Using a
pair of pipe–runs cuts the time spent on creating the drawing.
1. Select the single pipe–run
from the “Pipes” tab and lay it from the hot water outlet of the
heater to the point where the pair of pipe–runs running towards the riser is to be connected.
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2. Now select
and insert a pipe–run pair from the point where a tee will be placed near the
heater to the point where the distribution network joins the riser. Pipe–run turns are effected by
clicking the left mouse button. Terminate the pipe–run by clicking the left and then the right
mouse button. Such splitting of pipe–runs into horizontal and vertical sections enables proper
assigning of lengths – automatic for vertical sections, manually input into the data table for
horizontal sections.
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3. When the same drawing component is to be inserted several times you can use the F3 function
key (“Insert last item”). Position a section of a riser from the riser base to the remote connection
on the first floor. Connection points are marked with solid squares.
4. Use a “Cold water, hot water” pipe–run pair to connect the remote connection on the ground
floor with the riser.
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5.6.3. Configuring remote connections in the schematic view and on the plans
After having drawn the pipe–runs of the water supply system in the schematic view we will create
logical connections between the “Remote connections” in the schematic view and corresponding
“Remote connections” on the “Plan” type sheets. To do this, assign a characteristic symbol (e.g. a
letter) in the data table to this component in the schematic view. Select in the data table the
destination worksheet (one of the plans in our case) where the second component of the remote
connection is placed. Then move to this sheet (plan) and assign the same letter symbol to the
appropriate remote connection in its data table. Select the schematic view as the “Destination
worksheet”. Repeat this procedure with each pair.
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5.7. Inserting symbols of elbows, bends, offsets and fittings
We will insert such components as: 90° elbows and offsets, the need of which is not indicated by
the layout of pipe–runs. Drawing elbows are sized automatically. However, when the schematic view
or plan does not illustrate the structure of the system precisely, the additional pipe fittings must be
placed on the pipe–runs manually. These fittings are displayed in the editing area, whereas, by
default, they are not shown in the printout.

1. Select elbow 90°
and offset
from the tab of the “Fittings” toolbar. Place these
components on the pipe–runs by left–clicking them. Elbows are taken from the default pipe
catalogue.

Use this procedure to insert additional components on appropriate pipe–runs of the system in the
plan of the ground floor and the first floor and in the schematic view.
Inserting and defining type of fittings
1. We will insert such components as: threaded ball valves, backflow preventer and cold water
meter. Cut–off ball valves will be inserted on cold, hot water pipe–runs, on heater connection
line and on cold water source connection line. This is done in a similar manner as inserting
elbows and offsets.
and water meter
. Insert these components on the
2. From the “Fittings” tab select: valve
connection line by left–clicking it after selecting the valve from the toolbar.
3. To select valve type, mark the pipe–run where the valve was inserted by left–clicking it. Find
“Valve” category and field in the data table of the pipe–run. Select valve type from the drop–
down list of catalogues and automatic valve diameter sizing.
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4. Repeat the procedure with all fitting components inserted.
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5.8. Indicating pipe–runs with pipe type other than default
We have defined a default pipe type for pipe–runs in the project. Now we will specify other pipe
type for the connection line. This will be a galvanized steel pipe.
1. Mark in the schematic view the connection line the pipe type of which is to be different from the
default type. Select “Pipe type” field in the data table and in the pipe catalogue select the
appropriate type and automatic diameter sizing option.
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5.9. Indicating pipe–runs to be insulated
In order to indicate pipe–runs to be insulated we will use the function enabling marking multiple
components of the same type. This tool filters out selected components of the system on the
worksheet being edited.
1. In the “Edit” main menu find the “Select all components of type” command
. Select “Pipe
run” / ”All” in the drop–down list. All pipe–runs in the current worksheet are marked.
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2. Upon marking the pipe–runs, find the “Insulation” field in the data table. Select insulation type
for the pipe–runs in the drop–down list and automatic sizing of lagging thickness.
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5.10. Indicating and configuring pipe–run and valve labels
In order to have the results displayed in the drawing after calculations are completed, we have to
insert and configure pipe–run and valve labels.
1. There are three types of pipe–run labels in the upper toolbar on the “Graphics” tab. Select the
icon (“Oblique pipe–run label”) and place it on selected pipe–runs. In the data table of the
pipe–run, in the “Pipe–run label” category and field, configure the fields where selected
information is to be displayed after proper calculations.

2. Valve labels appear together with the valves and these do not have to be inserted separately.
Upon marking a valve its label highlighted in yellow is displayed. By dragging the label with the
left mouse button by the blue box you can move it to selected point. Select the label type from
the drop–down list in the data table of the pipe–run, in the “label type” field. There are several
pre–defined valve label types, differing in contents and relative arrangement of valve
information.
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5.11. Executing calculations
After completing drawing plans and schematic view of the system and inputting all component
data we can proceed with calculations.
1. Press Shift+F2 to check the connections. If the window displayed is empty, all connections in
the project are correct. Otherwise, you should go back to the editor and rectify the incorrect
connections of components.
2. Select
(“Calculations…”) in the “Program” tab. A diagnostic run is performed and its results
are displayed in a window. It only contains hints on adopting default pipe types for the individual
pipe–runs. Click the “Next” button.

3. The “SAN calculation options” tab displays three items. By selecting the first item “Pipe sizing
control” you can control the sizing of pipe diameters in the various sections of the system,
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define a set of maximum velocities for the various positions of pipe–runs, select the option of
taking into account user–defined diameters in calculations. Leave the catalogue set of diameter
sizing options unchanged. Accept the remaining sizing criteria.
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4. The “Calculation options” enables defining the available pressure of cold water, hot water or the
pressure provided by the circulation pump. Specifying zero for the pressures indicates that
these values are to be determined by the program. Leave the values in all of the fields and the
default calculation options unchanged.
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5. The “Result editing options” item enables configuration of the layout of the bill of materials.
Uncheck the options for the drawing up of a separate list of pipe fittings.

6. Calculations are executed upon moving onto the “Results” tab. Errors, warnings and hints may
be displayed on a yellow background in the error diagnostics window at the bottom of the
screen. If errors occur, the viewing of the results and of the bill of materials may not be possible.
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The results of calculations are displayed in the form of an expandable tree. If some branches are
collapsed, click the
symbol to expand them.

5.12. Tables of results
After completing calculations we can review and analyse the results. Calculation results, along
with the bill of materials, are presented in a number of tables, some of which will be described here.
1. Select the “Critical flow routes” item. Results are then displayed for the route, which is the least
favourable in terms of pressure drops.
2. Go to the table of calculation results for receptors by clicking the double arrow button
near
the symbol of the critical route. The name of the receptor in the critical route is highlighted in the
table of results for receptors.

3. Click on the double arrow button near the receptor name and move to the “CW flow routes” item
in the “Routes/circuits” drop–down list of calculation results. The results window displays all
results for all cold water flow routes, starting from the source. Each route includes in its name
the symbol of the receptor and an option to switch to the list of results for the given receptor and
to the table with the list of components on the given cold water pipe–run.
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4. Click on the double arrow button near the receptor name of the selected cold water circuit to go
to the table of calculation results for the receptors. Reverting to the results table of the CW
routes/circuits is done in a similar manner – by clicking the double arrow mark near the marked
receptor symbol.
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5. In the table of flow routes select the given cold water pipe–run and click on the double arrow
mark
near the pipe–run type. The table of components on the pipe–runs is then displayed.
The pipe–run name for which the component list has been found is highlighted.
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5.13. Analysis of messages displayed after completing calculations
After completing calculations, hints, warnings or error messages may be displayed in the error
message window.
The error messages displayed inform about failure to size connections to the shower panel and to
the cold water heater. To rectify the error, click the
which opens the editing window.

button in the results window

1. In the editing window go to the messages window and select the message you want to rectify:
“Heater: connections not sized”. The heater to which the error applies is selected and
highlighted.
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2. Select appropriate system from company catalogues in the “Heater connection system” field in
the heater data table.

3. Rectify the other errors in similar manner. Launch calculations again by clicking
“Calculations (fast) ...) in the “Program” tab of the upper toolbar. The current status of
calculations is indicated by the
the status bar.

icon (“Calculations complete”) displayed on the left side of

5.14. Appending the schematic view with shadows of components drawn on
plans as originals
After having accepted the results you can place in the schematic view of the system the
components, which are displayed on plans. To do this you can use the so–called “shadow”
components. These components are placed in the drawing only for reference, as they are not
accounted for in calculations. The shadows may remain not assigned to their originals. To enable
viewing calculation results for shadow pipe–runs in the schematic view we will associate shadow
pipe–runs with their corresponding pipe–runs on the plan (limiting this to those pipe–runs for which we
want results displayed in the schematic view). This way the schematic view of the water supply system
will become complete.
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1. Select the water supply system schematic view worksheet. Input the sanitary ware and
connection fittings and valves on the first floor as they occur on the plan of the first floor. The
fragment drawn will include the network with receptors, starting from the riser connection to the
most remote receptor.

2. As the system fragment inserted corresponds to the fragment presented on the plan of the first
floor and designed before, its components should be defined as shadows.
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3. Mark the components drawn using the “Select components in rectangle” function. Select the
“Component data” >> “Mark as shadows” command in the main menu. The selected
components are defined as shadows and they acquire appropriate appearance – they become
greyed out.

!

It is important that shadow pipe–runs be not connected to original pipe–runs, as such
arrangements generate connection errors in the project.
4. Apply the above procedure to append the schematic view of the ground floor.
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5. Select the “Connect original–shadow pairs” function in the “Component data” main menu. A
window is opened where we can assign originals to the selected shadows. Select the ground
floor plan as the worksheet in the left window and the schematic view sheet in the right window.
6. Use the real time zoom function to magnify the view of the selected pipe–run on the ground
floor plan in the left window. In the right window zoom in the fragment of the schematic view
where the shadow of that pipe–run is located.
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7. Mark one by one the pipe–runs which we want to be assigned to each other in each of the
windows. Select the
(“Create original–shadow pair for selected components”)
function. This way the shadow of the given pipe–run is assigned to its original. The components
assigned are highlighted in yellow.

8. Carry on assigning original pipe–runs to all shadows the calculations of which you want to be
displayed in the schematic view sheet.
9. Close the original–shadow associating window and go to the editor. Insert labels onto the
shadow pipe–runs assigned to the originals. Modify the labels as described in item 5.10. Now
the calculation results are displayed.
!

Shadows take no part in calculations – none of their data are used in calculations. After
completing calculations and creating original–shadow pairs, the calculation results are just
copied from original pipe–runs onto their shadows.
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The process of creating original–shadow pairs, if performed properly, should not lead to loss of
calculation results obtained before. However, should such situation occur (for instance, if a component
is moved accidentally), this is then indicated on the left–hand side of the status bar, where the
calculator symbol disappears. If this is the case, then the project must be recalculated.

5.15. Printing the drawing
The printing of the drawing must be carried out separately for each worksheet. Before printing we
will specify the print options and paper sheet borders (if the drawing does not fit into one sheet). Print
options can be specified separately for each worksheet.
1. Activate the print preview by clicking on the “Printout” tab in the bottom left corner. The print
preview mode is enabled and the data table is displayed with printout configuration fields.
2. Select from the drop–down list in the “Printout range” field the editing scopes to be displayed in
the printout. Uncheck the “Heating” item, if checked.
3. In the printout layout in the data table select the printer to be used. Specify the printing scale,
margin width, paper orientation, length and width of page. Select colour or monochrome
printout.
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4. Check the paper sheet borders in the print preview and modify it with the mouse, if necessary.
While in print preview mode, purple and green lines are displayed on the screen together with a
scissors symbol. Purple lines indicate paper sheet borders on the left, bottom side, and the
green lines indicate overlaps that enable pasting together sheets to form complete printout of a
project. If the printed sheets are to be pasted together with their edges side by side, then
overlaps are not needed. To eliminate overlaps enter 0 in the “Overlap [cm]” field in the printout
layout data table.
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5. Open the print window by pressing Ctrl+P. Here you can specify the range of pages to be
printed.

6. Use the same procedure to print the other sheets.

5.16. Printing the tables of results
If the calculation results are correct, then you can print them on a printer. Press the F10 key to
activate calculations. Select the “Results” tab. When calculations are finished, click on the “Print”
button.
The printout configuration window is opened. In this example we select the printout patterns:
“Title”, “Critical flow paths” and “Pipes and fittings”.
To configure the printout of results, use the procedure described in 2.10.
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